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One of the fundamental objects of the control systems dcsign is the deter
mination of the closed-loop frequency response from the open-loop one, The 
former, namely, allows, on the one hand, to quickly cvaluate the qualitative 

performance specifications of the control, and, on the other hand, by the 
aid of its real or imaginary component the time-functions may be obtained, too, 
Determination of the closed-loop frequency-response theoretically encounters 
no difficulties, neverthelcss, the analytical evaluation is made difficult in 
practice, because calculations 'with complex quantitics in fivc-six steps are 
necessary, 

As a consequence of this, several graphical methods have been developed 
in engineering practice to soh-e the above mentioned problem. These may be 
found in the basic works [e. g. 1,2,3,4]. One of the procedures means appli
cation of thc :.\ICHoLs-charts [1] in connection 'with thc BODE-diagram [5, 1 J. 
Thc other method is to plot one of the various complex-plane charts in connec
tion ,yith the magnitude-phase curves. Thus, for plotting the :.\YQLIST, 

;\lIKHAILOV, LEO::'i"HARD curves [6,7, 8, 9], in order to obtain the 
stability criteria, variou5 direct and inn'rsp complex-plane charts may he 
employed, as 5ho'1"11 in detaih in the fundamental works [1,2, 3, ~1, 10], and 

to be found as a ne,,- possibility also in a paper puhlished Teeently [11 J. 
Both the methods connected ,,-ith the attenuation-frequency diagrams 

and with the magnitude-phase diagrams have certain advantages and disad
vantages, and consequently followers and opponents. To avoid vain debates, 
the present paper does not take a standpoint in thi.;: re.;:pect, regarding as its 
task merely to examinc systematically, what are the possibilities of plotting 
complex-plane charts, permitting to determine in a :;:imple way the closed

loop frequency-response OIl the basis of the open-loop response, in linear sys
tems. (The systematic investigation of the other problem ,,-ill pcrhaps he 
discll:;:sed on another occasion.) 
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1. Statement of the problem 

The block diagram of the most simple unity feedback control system is 
shown in Fig. 1. Denoting by s the complex variable of the Laplace transform, 
R(s) being the reference input signal, C(s) the controlled output signal and 
E(s) the error signal. The open-loop transfer function is G(s), while the closed
loop transfer function is 

C(s) G(s) 
--=--~--

R(s) I + G(s) 
(1) 

.Q(sl [(si 
Glsi C(si 

Fig. 1. lInit feedback system block diagram 

ills! CIs! 

+ 

Fig. 2. Block diagram with a series stahilization 

If the control system illustrated in Fig. 1 did not meet the control require
ments, series, or parallel stabilizing elements are necessary. In the first case 
(Fig. 2) the open-loop transfer function is G(s) K(s), 'while the closed-loop onc 

~(s) 

R(s) 

P'(S! 

G(s) K(s) 

1 -+- G(s) K(s) 

Gfsi C(s/ 

Fig. 3. Parallel stabilization. Block diagram of a general negatiye feedback system 

(2) 

In the second case (Fig. 3), when applying parallel stabilization, i. e. when there 
is no more unity feedback, the closed-loop transfer function is 

C(s) 

R(s) 

G(s) 
---- -'----

1+ G(s) H(s) 
(3) 
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where G(s) means the for'ward transfer function, 'while H(s) the feedback 
transfer function. After some arrangements, relation (3) yields 

and 

C(s) [T G(s) H(s) J 1 
-R(s) = 1 G(s) H(s) H(s) 

C(s) 

R(s) [ 

G(S)lH(S) j G(s) 
1..L 1 

I G(s) H(s) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Latter relations may be illustrated as shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively., 

~_---Y---1~CISI. 

'~~ 

Figs. -ola and 4b. Tracing back the general negative feedback system to the unit feedback 
i'ystem 

Comparing the abo\"e relations, it is clear that expressions (2) and (3) 
are generalizations of expression (1). In spite of this it is evident that if we 
succeed in elaborating a method for determining the expression (1), this may 
be applied without more addendum to expression (2), simultaneously facili
tating calculation of the transfer function (3) by permitting to adopt it at least 
to obtain the part of Eqs. (4a) and (4b) in square brackets. After this the whole 
expression (3) may be determined by a simple division, or multiplication. 

Therefore, first of all, the possibilities for solving the problem denoted 
by expression 

11:[ (s) = ----'-'---
1+ A(s) 

(5) 

will be dealt with in the following, that is, how and in how many 'ways the closed
loop transfer function iW'(s) may be obtained in knowledge of the generalized 
open-loop transfer function A(s). 
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2. Symhols 

The complex quantities k1(8) and A(8) figuring in expression (5), as -well 
-as their reciprocals are expressed aided by the following symbols, in canonical, 
polar and exponential forms: 

1v1(8) = U + j V = M = M eja 

A(8) = X j Y = A jrr = A eh 

-and (6) 

where 

1 ., ~( ) . 7\ -; f3 7\ - • 0 -- = 1 ~ 8 = II + ] v = 1 ~ . = h' efl' 
M(8) . 

1 

A(8) 

_ 1 1 
iY- . B- . 
--;1.J' -A' 

B(8) = X + j)' = B f~' = B ej '· 

a; 1j' = - (p; etc. 

3. Possihilities of plotting complex-plane chal'ts 

The basic relation (5) may be expressed in the following forms aided by 
the quantities figuring in Eqs. (6): 

.M(s) 

JJ(s) 

..4(s) 

..4(s) 

""!js) 
1 + A(s) 

1 

1 -'- B(s) 

..11(8) 

1 - ..11(8) 

1 

~'Y(s) - 1 

B(s) = "'Y(s) 1 

1 - M(s) B(s) = . __ ... 
M(s) 

l\""(s) = 1 - B(s) 

JV(s) = I __ . __ ~{~) .. 
A(s) 

( 7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Each d' the above eight equations (7) .. (14) represents a conformal mapping. 
E.g, by the first Eq. (7) the complex plane JJ(s) may be mapped onto the complex 
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reference planc A(s). Let us denote this mapping by the symbol A(s) [i\lI(s)], 
while the chart arising from it, by the symbol (A, cp, X, Y) [l~f, a, U, III 
Latter wants to express that the circles l\lI = const., further the 
straight lines of a = eonst., U = const., V = const. of the plane NI(s) 
appear in the ensemble of the polar co-ordinate system A, Cf and of the Car
tesian co-ordinate system X, Y of the reference plane A(s) in form of the eUIYeS 

determined by relation (7). In this way on the network A, cp, X, Y- the chart 
determined by the respective set of curves j~f, a, U, V is originated. 

Let us call the chart complete, if all the four sets of eunees are plotted in 
the ensemble of the polar and Cartesian co-ordinate systems of the reference 
plane. If one of the sets of curves is missing, let us term the chart incomplete. 
For example, (A, cp, X, Y) [j~f, a, U, V] determines a complete chart, while 
(A, 9-") [lvI, a] or (X, Y) [M, a] or (A, Cf, X, Y) [JI, a] an incomplete chart 
within the group of the conformal mapping A(s) [M(s)]. :'Iow the question 
arises, how many kinds of complcx-plane charts can be plotted at all? 

Evidently, equations (7) ... (14) permit only eight complete charts to be 
plotted, as the eight equations determine eight conformal mapping groups and 
to each conformal mapping belongs merely one complete chart (8 . 12 = 8). 

Thc number of the incomplete charts is much higher. Tbe complex 
yariable is perfectly determined by two data, e. g. solely by its polar, or hy its 
canonical form, consequently, within the conformal mapping group A(s)[~lI(s)] 
the following four incomplete charts are possible: (A, q:) [M, (1]: (X, Y) [J!], (1]: 
(A, cp) [U, V]; (X, Y) [U, V]. In accordance 'with the eight mapping group~, 
altogether thirty-Ilro ;'llch incomplete charts may be rcalizf~d (8 . 2" = 32). 

Aside from the aboye limitation, eyen higher numbers are obtained. 
Choosing arbitrary k data from the po:,:;ible ·1 co-ordinate componcnts, this 

may he realized in (t) mHllIwr,.:. Therefon" restricting ourseh-es to t\\'O data as 

a minimum, considering all of the eight mapping group,.: together 

968 

,\'hi]e restricting oursely(·s to ont' mapped eompoIlf'nt as a miIllI1lUm. totally 

(~) (illl (!) ~- (j) -;-- (~) 1= 8·1.')·11 = 1320 

poi'sibilities open for plotting complex-plane chart:,. Thf'~(, are unexpectedly 

high Ilumhcn'! 

-1. Some preliminary remarks 

In any case, the ahoye discussion conyinces us of heing more practicahle 
to restrict oursch-es, for thc sakc of a hetter perspieuity, to the cOllformal 
mapping groups instead of the possible charts, as the numher of the cases j~ 
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at the most eight. In other words, only the complete charts will be discussed 
and thereby all of the incomplete charts are involved. Nevertheless, the method 
suggested does not mean an obligation to employ always and in all cases the 
complete charts. On the contrary, in some cases, if only because of a better 
perspicuity, neglection of some sets of curves may seem advantageous, applying 
incomplete charts. 

And now the question arises, 'what kind of informations should be offered 
by the plotted charts? First of all it must enlighten, if the closed-loop system 
is stable, or not, and to decide the stability, criteria must be furnished. (Fm' 
example, on the basis of the course of curve A(j (j) or B(j (j) relative to point 
-1, or the mapping of curve A(j w) or B(j w) \vith respect to the mapping of 
point -1.) Moreover, it has to permit determination of the phase margin and 
gain margin, 'which are well-known notions generally applied in control engi
neering. (The first may be read from thc intersection of A(j w) and B(j w), 
respectively, and of the unit circle, or from the mappings of both, while the 
second by the aid of the intersection of A(j w) and B(j w) respectively, and of 
the line determined by points 0 and -1 or on the basis of their mappings.) 
It has to be allowcd to obtain the peak magnitude on the closed-loop frequency 
response curve cVI(j w) (to ;::ettle the rough criterion Jlp < 1.4 or ~vlp < 1.3), 
as well as to estimate the handwidth (hased on the frequency (j) belonging to 
the intersection of the curves Jl = 0.707 and NI(j w) or their mappings) and 
so on. 

It is to he emphasized that the abOye-melltionecl stability and qualita
tiye informations may be obtained from all charts, for the sake of breyity, how
eyer, full details Tegarding the individual charts will not he giYen, assuming 
the application of the aboye Tules in an according sense, and only the possihi
lites of the readings 'will be refened to briefly. 

After satisfying the stability cTitCTia and meeting the rough design 
specifications, the claim to deteTmine the transient time-function arises, too. 
For that purpose th(' method of FLOYD [2] and of SOLODOYNIKOY [10, 12] 
may he applied. In case of ullit step input signal the tim(' function of the output 
signal may he df't('rmi!lf~cl by expressions 

'" 
m(t) = 

2 J U(w) . (I5a) --.- SIn t (J). d (!) 

;r C'J 
0 

or 

met) = 
2 J V(w) (I5b) --- cos I UJ' cl C') - ivI(O) 
;r w 
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Similary, in case of unit impulse input signal, the time function of the output 
signal may be expressed by 

DO 

m/(t) = ! f U(w) cos t w· d (I) 

o 

m/(t) = - 2 f V((I))sint(l)·dcl) 
;r 

o 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Consequently, to apply the formulae, the real component U(w) or the imaginary 
one V(w) of the closed-loop frequency response 1ll(j (I)) must be known in func
tion of the frequency. Thus the charts directly pro"'Viding the co-ordinates U 
and/or V must be regarded as being advantageous, though it must be noted 
that knowing lVI and a, determination of the lattel" encounters no difficulties 
(U = III cos a and V = III sin a), so reading M and a is perhaps sufficient. 

Before introducing the complete charts, another general remark must be 
made. All of the conformal mappings given by Eqs. (7) ... (14) belong to the 
well-known conformal mapping class 

( ) 
a z(s) + b 

w s = ---'--'----
cz(s) + d 

ad be I' 0 (17) 

determined by the linear fractional transformation. As is known, this mapping 
is, on the one hand, a one-to-one transform and, on the other hand, it trans
forms circles onto circles (regarding the straight line as a circle ofinfinite radius). 
All of the mapped curves are consequently straights or circles, so their construc
tion is relatively simple. Just this is the great advantage of the complex-plane 
charts. 

5. The eight conformal mappings and the eight complete charts 

Now we are going to discuss one after the other the conformal mappings 
determined by Eqs. (7) ... (14) and plotting also the complete charts, restricting 
ourselves to the range around the origin. The following formulae, of course, 
permit an arbitrary extension of the figures and the construction of inter
mediate curves, if necessary. 

5.1. lVIapping of the closed-loop plane lVI(s) onto the open-loop plane A(s) 

The mapping A(s) [1vI(s)] is determined by Eq. (7). For plotting the 
complete chart (A, Cf, X, Y) [1l1, a, U, Vl following equations serve (besides 
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the polar A, rr and Cartesian X, Y co-ordinate system being in the reference 

plane): 

(ia) 

(7b) 

(7c) 

1 ~ 

2 tg -; I (Id) 

The ahoye rdation:- may be ohtained frum Eq. (i) as follows: On the onc hand 

NI(s) = A(s) 
1 -;- A(s) 1 

On the other hand, considering Eq.( 6): 

X~-X 
~------

(1 X)2 

Y 
-~-~.----v= 

(1 Xf...L ~y2 

JI 

tg (1 

X~ .:_~~ __ }C~_.L~ 
(1 -;- X)2 Y2 

[. (1 --;- Xp -+- "1-2 

Y 

X-·) , -

Latter relations yield comecutively the expressions (7 a) ... (7 d) after some· 
algebraic arrangements. (The formulae of the further cases may he obtained 

by similar derivations!). 
It must be noted that the general form of equatioll" (7a) ... (Id) is 

(X - ~)2 -;-- (Y iJ)2 = rl 

the centre of the circles being determined by point ~ - j", tlwir radius, ho,v

ever, by Q. 

The complete chart (A, rp, X, Y) [JI, a, Le, V] is shown in Fig. 5. This 
method of representation is the most wide:-pread one, among the incomplete 

charts the type (X, Y) [JI, a] or (X, Y) [M] and (X, Y) [a] [e. g. 3] and the 
type (A, rp) [.11, a] or (.-1, rp) [JI] and (_1, rp) [CL] [e. g. 2] are the most commOll 

ones. 
The stability can be decided on the baSIS of the well-kno'l"ll :\YQLlST 

criterioll. The gain margin and the phase margin can easily he read. The peak 
Jlp an(l the bandwidth can be obtained by the aid of the eurves lif = const. 
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Fig. 5. ::\Iapping of plane j[(s) onto the refercHce plane A(s). Chart (A, rp, X, Y) [Jr, a,U, Vl 

Disadvantage of this method is that reading Jf, (l, U, and V is some\\-hat 
cumbersome. The direct performance of the di\-ision and multiplication, 
respectively, corresponding to formulae (4a) and (4b) resp. i5 not simple, either. 

5.2. Jlapping of the closed-loop plane JI(s) onto 
the inL'erse open-loop plane B(s) 

The mapping B(s) [J1(s)] is given by formula (8). To plot the eomplet(' 
chart (B. It', x, y) [.11, a, U, V] (Fig. 6), following equations may be adopted: 

r (x 1) 2-~:T +:r:! I 
1 \2 

(8a) --

2 rii 

(x -;- If -, 1..- -i--
I 1 

(HI) ) 
2 J - 2V 
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Fig. 6. Mapping of plane J,,1(s) onto the reference plane B(s). Chart (B, 'P, x, y) [M, a, LT, V] 

(8c) 

x 1 =0 (8d) 
tg a 

This is the other most widespread method of representation. Among. the 
jncomplete chalts these of the type (x,.:r) [1VI, a] [3] and of the type 
(B, 11')[ .IVI, a] [2] used to be applied as a rule. Stability may be judged on the 
basis ofthe well-known inverse NYQUIST diagram [2, 3, 4]. Reading the gain 
margin and the phase margin is not difficult (by the aid of the circle B = 1 
and of the straight line lp = 180°). 

A special advantage of this method of representation is that the condi-
1 

tion 111 = const. determines concentric circles, while the condition a = const. 

straight lines, consequently J.1'[ and a may be well read. E--<;aluation of the peak 
NIp and of the bandwidth is easy. The division and multiplication, respectively, 
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prescribed by Eqs. (4a) and (4b), lespectively, may simply be realized by the 
1 

aid of circles --:-:- and straights a. Nevertheless, determination of the co-ordi
NI 

nates U and V is somewhat complicated. 

5.3. NIapping of the open-loop plane A(s) onto the closed-loop plane 111(s) 

The mapping lVf(s) [A(s)] is expressed by formula (9). The complete 
chart (1\/f, a, U, V) [A, cp, X, Y] may be seen in Fig. 7, and for the plotting, 
folImving equations may be applied: 

[ _ 1]2 1 (U - 1) - ~--'. -~ + V 2 = ----.----.... 
2(X+l) 2(X 1) 

(U 

(u 

1') r 1 ., IV - 21:;:f = 2yf 
A2 1 )2 

A2 

1 r 2 

-(I ...L-~l - I 4 ' 4 tg cp . 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

(9d) 

\.doption of the incomplete chart (NI, a, U, V) [X, Y] helonging to this 
eonformal mapping group has been suggested only recently [11]. The complete 
ehart to he found in Fig. 7 appears here - to our knowledge for the first 
time. For those who give preference to the polar form of A(j w) oyer the cano
nical one, adoption of the incomplete chart (JI, a, U, V) [A, Cf] may be sug
gested instead of the chart proposed in [11]. 

It is important that the closed-loop response Jl(j w) manifests itself 
directly, if the open-loop response A(f w) is plotted onto the plane NI(s), 
whether by the aid of co-ordinates X, Y or A, cp. 

This way of representation makes use of the plane lH(s) ach-antageously, 
consequently lvI, a const. determines the 'well-known polar co-ordinate 
system, while U, V = const. the well-known Cartesian one. For establishing 
the time function, the data of the real and imaginary frequency response U(w) 
.and V(w), respectively, may simply be read. Evaluation of the peak ivIp and 
the bandwidth is also easy. The advantages are obvious, when adopting the 

formulae (4a) and (4h), as in the polar co-ordinate system the diyision and mul
tiplication is simple. 

The disadvantage of this method of representation is, however, that hoth 
the set of curves X, Y and the set of curves A, rp are condensed in certain 
places and are thin in other ones, consequently, plotting iV/(j 0)) from the data 
-of A(j 0)) is not quite easy . 

.8 Pedodica Polytechnica El. I\}1. 
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Fig. I. }Iapping of plane A(s) onto the reference plane jI(s). Chart (JI, (/, L-, V) [A, rh X, Y] 

The phase margin of the open-loop system may he determined on the 
basis of the unit circle, i. e. on the basis of the straight line ALE. g. in tlw 
simple casE', whE'1l A(s) has no right-sidE' polE'S aEd ZE'ro;;, the dosed-loop system 
is stable, when the CtlrYE' "fl(j OJ) cuts the straight line ·1 = 1 in the Iolt'er 111(5) 
half-plane, and the ::;ystem i5 unstable, 'When the curye euts the 5traight in the 
upper J1(s) half-plane. ::\amely, in the first ca5e the phaEe margin is positiYe, 
being negative in the 5econd one as 0 > ? / 180 0 and 0 < (p < 180~, 
respectively (Fig. 7). The phase margin}' itself may simply be calculated hy 
the aid of formula ~) = 180 0 (p. The gain margin of the open-loop system 
may be determined from thc intersection of ctlrye JI(j c')) and the ab8cissa axis, 

reading the gain margin by the aid of cun:es X == const. 
As stability criterion the inyerse LEO::\HARD, }IrE.HAILOY criterion [7,8,9, 

10] may he adopted. If, for example, the transfer function A(s) has no right
side poles or zeros, to render the closed-loop system stable, curve iH(j (I)) must 
s"weep through as many quadrants in a negatiYe, dockwise direction, as is 
prescribed by the difference of thc highest powers of s in the polynomials in 
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Fig. 8. :'Ilapping of plallP --1(s) onto the reference plane ,·Y(s). Chart (:'1. (J. It, 1") [A, 1\ X. Y] 

the denominator and in the numerator of JJ(s) (after remoying the fractiom 
in the denominator and in the numerator), ·while the frequency (J) increase~ 

from 0 to + =. 

5.-1. Jlapping of the open-loop plane £1(8) onto 
the irn'erse closed-loop plane N(s) 

The mapping lV(s) [A(s)] is described by formula (10). For plotting the 
complete chart (lV, {J, ll, v) [A, q; X, Y] (Fig. 8), the following equations seryc 

r 
1 l2 

.

( II - 1) - _ - r2 
2X 

(ll - IF It.-,-

(ll - 1)2 

8* 

2~rr 
(-!lr 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 
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u-I 
v 

--=0. 
tg rp 

(IOd) 

Transferring the opcn-Ioop responsc AU w) onto the N(s) plane, eithcr on the 

basis of the co-ordinates A, (F or X, Y, the inverse closed-loop response NU w) 
is obtained. Thc curve N(j (I)) may relatively simply be plotted from thc polar 

coordinates of A(j co). Also thc multiplication and division may easily he per
formed in the plane N(s). Thc data of jl,f can readily be obtained from the data 

of .1V as they arc rcciprocal ones. Oppositc to these advantages, it is inconvt'
nient, that now U(w) and V(w) cannot directly he read. 

Determination of the opcn-Ioop phasc margin using circle A = 1 is ,-cry 

simple, but to obtain the gain margin, thc closc circlcs X const. must he 

applicd. 
Tht' ;; tability criterion is similar to tha t of thc prcvio llS case, nevcrthcles:". 

cun-e iV(j 01) must S\\-CcP through thp quadrants in a positive, counter-clock
\\-ise direction, whil(' the frequency m increases from 0 to -'- =. (}IrKTU .. ILOY'" 

al](1 LEO:.\IIAHD'" eritf~ri()n [7,8,9,10].) 

:).:;. JJapping of the inverse open-loop plane 13(8) 
onto the closed-loop plane J[(s) 

As a following pu,;"ihility the complete chart (.1L (1. C, V) [B, I,', x, Y 1 
(Fig. 9) hdonging to the cOllformal mapping .11(s) [B(s)] \\-ill he examined. Fur 
t hI' plotting, tht· foll()will~ furmulae may })p adopte(l: 

le 
L 

1 1) 1~"":"'T-2=r 
~ (x t. 

1 

1) r 2 (x 

13 __ 1" 
13"2 I! 

(I2a) 

(I2b) 

(I2c) 

(I2d) 

The chart pI, (1, [-, T-) [13, 1(, x,)"] \\"[15 plotted only for the i'ake of completc

ne5;;, but it \\-ill not be discus"ed in detaih, offering the :"ame rcsults, as chart 
(jI, (1, U, V) [_1, rp, X, "Yj and being in no respect more ach-antageous, than it. 
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c<: = 0' 

-r--~c,,--
'-"20.::> 

Fig. 9. lIIapping: of plane B(s) onto the reference r1anc }[(s). Chart (ell, a, C, V) [B, 1J!, x, y] 

·j.6. "vIapping of the inverse open-loop plane B(s) onto 
the inverse closed-loop plane lU(S) and vica versa 

The mappings l\'(s) [B(s)] and B(s) [lV(s)] given by formulae (11) and 
(13), respeetively, have exaetly the same eomplete eharts 

(lV, [3, u, v) [B, Ii', x,)'1 and (B, If', x )') [lV, /J, u, v] 

as a result (Fig. 10). For plotting it, the following formulae may he adopted: 

u=x+l (lla) 

v=)' (llb) 

(ll 1)2 l/~ == B2 (lle) 

v 
II - 1 - ----- = 0 (lld) 

tg 7J) 
or 

x=u-l (l3a) 
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Fig. lO. }Illtnal mapping of' planes B(s) and ,'Y(s). Charts (S, iJ. It, 1') [B, 'i', x, y] 
and (B. 'I'. x, v) [S, iJ. It, 1'] 

y 

(x 

x-:-1- =0 

(13h) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

Thi;; method of rq.orc;;entatioll ha;; great ach'antages: among the eight 
figuring co-ordinates six arc determined by parallel equidi;;tallt ;;traight line" 
'while two of them by concentric circles. Reading any of the eight co-ordinate:;; 
is consequently very simple and accurate. The multiplication division may be 
performed easily by the aid of the polar co-ordinates hoth in plane N(s) and in 

plane B(s). 
The fact may be regarded as a disadnmtage that for obtaining the time 

functions U(OJ) and V(OJ) cannot be read directly, nevertheless this limitation 
is not very important as U(co) and V(eo) may be determined by simple formulae 

. . _ 1 'r 1. ') 
on the hasls of the l)olar co-ordlllate;; (L = ----:" co,; ri, ,/ = - _ SIn p . 

lV N 
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It may be regarded as adyantageous that a single curve provides simul
taneously the inyerse closed-loop frequency response NU co) [in the plane N(s)] 
and the inverse open-loop frequency response BU 0)) [in the plane B(s)J. 

As stability criterion in the plane B(s) the inverse NYQUIST criterion, 
while in plane N(s) the lIhKHAILOV-LEOl'.ITARD criterion may be adopted. 
So from a didactical point of view this method of representation clearly shows 
the mutual relation bct'l"ecn the ahoye-mentioned stability criteria. 

The phase margin, gain margin, the peak magnitude, as ,reIl as the band
·width may he easily and accurately read, too. 

tionE': 

5.7. ~llappiTlg of the inverse closed-loop plane lV(s) 
onto the open-loop plane A(s) 

The mapping _l(s) [N(s)] giyen by Eq. (14) yield,::. the following eqlla-

Ix 2(u

l

_1) J 
X2 - (y-+-

1 1.\2 
cV2 

l' l' 

2~g-13-r = ! 2 tg rJ r 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

(14d) 

These formulae figure, merely for the sake of completeness, and the chart 
(A,<p,X,X) [.i"V,;:i, u, r] has not })('en plotted either, this heing in any case less 
adyantageous, than chart Cl, rp, X, X) [.If, a. LT, VJ. 

6. Conclusion 

In the foregoing a ;:ystematical discussion 'Ias giycn concerning the 
possibilities of the eight conformal mappings, represented by equations (7) ... (14) 
for plotting the so-called complete charts. 

As manifeEted by the detailed inve8tigation and by Figs. ;:; ... 10, hesides 
the generally-used conformalmapping groups .1.(s) [!l.f(s)] and B(s) [!lI(s)] and 
the recently-suggested incomplete chart (M, CL, U, V) [X, Y], the charts fur
nished hy the incomplete chart (JI, Cl, LT, T"-) [A, <p] as well aE the eonformal 
mapping group .. ;V(s) [A(s)] - antI perhaps lV(s) [B(s)] may hc well applied, 
morcoyer bctter, while the eh arts proyided hy the conformal mapping group 
A(s)[N(s)]arc clisach-antageous, consequently their application must he a'-oided. 
Especially benefieial scem to he the conformal mappings .!·V(s) [B(s)] and 
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B(s) [lV(s)], as well aE the corresponding charts (N, {J, u, u) [B, 1/), x, yJ 
and (B, lp, x, y) [N, /3, u, c], as the mappings in question mean, but a simple dis
placemcnt, permitting to ayoid the inyerse formation and the inherent close, 
or thin circular co-ordinates. 

Thus, by the systematic examination realized in the present paper, we 
succeeded in summarizing all possibilities of plotting the complex-plane charts, 
pointing out simultaneously the theoretical and practical limitations, the adyan
tages and disadyantages. It is hoped, as concerns the problem investigated, 
this paper contributes to broadening the horizon of the engineers and experts 
dealing with control engineering. 

Summary 

This paper of sumrnarizin~ and :;ystemizin~ character SUIllS up and discusses - in our 
knowledge for the first time - all the possihilities of plotting the ccmplex-pl"ne charts. form 
ing a relation between the dosed-loop and open-loop frequcncy re'l;cnses. Though theoreti 
~ally a high number of complex-plane charts differing from each other may he plotted. they 
all helong to eight conformal mapping groups. Latter provide five practicable methods of 
representation. By the aid of these charts it can be decided on the basis of the magnitude
phase characteristics. if the closed-loop system stable i" and. on the other hand. the design 
specifications (bandwidth. peak Jlfp • phase margin. ~ain margin) may simply be estimated 
and at the "ame time the real and imaginary closed-loop frequency respome data permitting 
the determination of the time functions may be simply determined. 
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